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Europe’s coronavirus death toll stands at 160,000, millions have lost their jobs and even in a situation like this “the groups 

of the Soros network are preoccupied with attacking Hungary,” Deutsch said. He said Hungary was being criticised for its 

epidemic response law “by the same forces who were attacking it for rejecting immigration and building a border fence”.

Hungary has been at the receiving end of “an unprecedented level of baseless political attacks” in the EU, Deutsch said. 

He added, at the same time, that the epidemic response law was “only an excuse” for the criticisms, noting the EC’s recent 

confirmation that the law was consistent with EU standards. He said it had also become clear that the EP’s previous resolutions 

had contained “deliberate lies and factual inaccuracies” about the law and Hungary.

“Those attacking Hungary have for years been preoccupied with exerting pressure on Hungary’s firmly anti-migration 

policies and replacing the nationally-minded government with a liberal pro-migration one that would serve the Soros 

network,” Deutsch said.

Tamás Deutsch, an MEP of ruling Fidesz, has slammed the European Parliament’s “pro-
migration, left-liberal majority” for “performing a pathetic and transparent political 
circus act” by holding a debate on Thursday on Hungary’s response measures to the 
novel coronavirus epidemic.

FIDESZ MEP SLAMS EP FOR FORTHCOMING DEBATE

EP debate on Hungary

Regular government presser
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Hungary’s white stork population shrinking by one-fourth since 2015
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JUSTICE MINISTER TO 
REPRESENT HUNGARY IN 
EP DEBATE

Justice Minister Judit Varga will 

represent the Hungarian government 

in a plenary debate of the European 

Parliament planned for Thursday, 

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán wrote in 

a letter in response to an invitation 

to the event by EP President David 

Maria Sassoli, the prime minister’s 

press chief told MTI late on Tuesday.

Bertalan Havasi quoted Orbán 

as saying that all his “strength 

and energy is absorbed in efforts 

against the coronavirus epidemic”, 

adding that the prime minister had 

requested Sassoli to allow Varga an 

opportunity to address the plenary 

dedicated to developments in 

Hungary.

CORONAVIRUS - FIVE 
PATIENTS DIE, 3,341 
REGISTERED CASES

Five patients have died in the 

past 24 hours, all of whom had an 

underlying illness, bringing the total 

number of deaths to 430, while the 

number of registered infections 

rose by 28 to 3,341, koronavirus.gov.

hu said on Wednesday morning. 

Fully 1,102 patients have made 

a recovery, while the number of 

active infections has fallen to 1,809. 

Currently 688 coronavirus patients 

are being treated in hospital, 45 of 

whom are on a ventilator. Altogether 

11,053 people are in official home 

quarantine. Fully 118,500 tests have 

been carried out.

Budapest has the most registered 

cases (1,609), followed by Pest 

County (456) and Fejér County (338). 

Vas County (14) has the fewest.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: CANADA-
HUNGARY COOPERATION 
‘EXCELLENT’

Cooperation between Hungary 

and Canada is “excellent”, the two 

countries have been helping each 

others’ citizens return home, trade 

turnover has been increasing 

and Hungary supports Canada’s 

membership in the UN Security 

Council, Foreign Minister Péter 

Szijjártó said on Tuesday. He said in 

a Facebook entry that he had talked 

to Canadian counterpart Francois-

Philippe Champagne over the phone.

In recent months, Canada helped 53 

Hungarians travel home and Hungary 

helped 45 Canadians, he added. He 

said the lessons of the pandemic must 

be learnt including the need for every 

country to have sufficient capacities in 

strategic industries in order to prevent 

becoming vulnerable. Szijjártó said. 

Canada was a close ally for Hungary 

in NATO, therefore Hungary will 

support Canada’s UN Security Council 

membership. He added that trade 

turnover increased by 29% in the 

first two months of this year and that 

first experiences with the Canada-

European Union free trade agreement 

were positive.

MAYOR PROPOSES 
PACKAGE TO REOPEN 
BUDAPEST

Mayor Gergely Karácsony has 

completed a package dubbed 

Budapest Restart containing proposals 

for the government and planned 

municipal decisions.

Karácsony summed up in a Facebook 

entry “what the government and the 

municipality should do, what lessons 

international examples can offer and 

in what areas we should be extremely 

careful”.

According to the mayor’s summary, 

the government should go on with 

mass testing, and publish all data. 

People with the slightest symptoms 

connected to Covid-19 should be 

allowed to go on paid leave, and 

patients should only be transferred to 

another hospital or released from the 

facility if they test negative. Karácsony 

also suggested that working hours and 

school classes should start at different 

times to ease overcrowding.

As for the municipal council, 

Karácsony called for further 

coronavirus screening and pledged 

transparency of data. He also said 

that further public spaces should be 

turned over to pedestrians and cyclists, 

with continued public transport 

developments and the introduction 

of digital devices to avoid crowds. The 

mayor said that planning for restarting 

activities in the city “must not create 

the illusion that the epidemic is over” 

and warned that “what is ahead of 
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us will probably be war”. He said that 

Budapest should be reopened in a 

way that it can respond to any possible 

recurrence of the novel virus.

Karácsony said that an earlier 

routine of life can only be restored 

if the number of new Covid-19 cases 

stabilises at a low level; if mass testing 

is continuous and data are public; if 

there are enough reserves in health 

care and nobody is left without 

necessary services, and if residents 

continue wearing face masks and 

observe social distancing rules.

FINANCE MINISTER: 
INVESTMENT FUNDING 
FOR LARGE COMPANIES 
RAISED TO HUF 40 BN IN 
2020

The Hungarian government is raising 

its total investment funding for large 

companies by 25 billion to 40 billion 

forints (EUR 113.9m) in 2020, to help 

offset the economic fallout in the wake 

of the coronavirus epidemic, Finance 

Minister Mihály Varga said.

In a video posted on Facebook, 

Varga said investment funding for large 

corporations may help Hungary to 

investments worth a total of 315 billion 

forints over the next three years mainly 

in the food, construction and vehicle 

manufacturing sectors. Since its launch 

in 2015, the Hungarian government’s 

investment support scheme for large 

companies has brought investments 

worth 246 billion forints to the country, 

which in turn have created 2,600 new 

workplaces, Varga said.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: TWO 
CROSSINGS TO OPEN 
ON HUNGARY-AUSTRIA 
BORDER

An agreement has been reached 

with Austrian authorities following 

extended talks to open two crossing 

for passenger traffic on the Hungary-

Austria border, Foreign Minister Péter 

Szijjártó said on Tuesday.

The crossings to open on 

Wednesday morning are between 

Jánossomorja in Hungary and Andau 

in Austria, and between Alsószölnök 

in Hungary and Neumarkt in Austria, 

he said on Facebook. In recent weeks, 

all European countries, including 

Hungary, restricted passenger traffic 

as a protective measure against the 

novel coronavirus, he said.

This has caused serious difficulties 

to those that hold jobs on the other 

side of the border, he added. 

The crossing at Jánossomorja will 

be open every day between 5am and 

9pm and at Alsószölnök between 7am 

and 7pm, he added.

DK WANTS PARLT 
CTTEE TO DISCUSS MAN 
DETAINED FOR SPREADING 
RUMOURS

The opposition Democratic Coalition 

(DK) has called on the interior and 

justice ministers to testify before 

parliament’s defence and law 

enforcement committee regarding 

the case of a man recently detained 

for spreading rumours about the novel 

coronavirus epidemic.

The Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County 

police on Tuesday said the authorities 

had launched criminal proceedings 

against a 64-year-old man in Szerencs, 

in north-eastern Hungary, on suspicion 

of spreading rumours concerning the 

epidemic. The suspect was detained 

for saying on social media that the 

government had deliberately timed 

the easing of coronavirus-related 

restrictions to coincide with the peak 

of the epidemic which he said could 

result in a massive rise in infections.

DK lawmaker Ágnes Vadai told 

an online press conference that the 

police’s job was not to “round up those 

who disagree with Prime Minister 

Viktor Orbán or [ruling] Fidesz”.

She cited the prosecutor’s office 

as saying that the man had not 

committed a crime, but had merely 

“expressed an opinion about the prime 

minister”.

“And it was a very clear one -- that 

Viktor Orbán is a dictator,” Vadai said. 

She said the case demonstrated “how 

far Hungary has fallen from the rule of 

law, freedom and Europe over the last 

ten years”.

PÁRBESZÉD CALLS ON 
GOVT TO INCREASE 
BUDGETARY 
CONTRIBUTION, SOCIAL 
MEASURES

The opposition Párbeszéd party 

called on the government to increase 

spending on its coronavirus response 
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efforts, especially social measures, to 

help offset the economic fallout of the 

epidemic.

Benedek Jávor, the party’s expert on 

European Union affairs, told an online 

press conference that the European 

Commission is expecting Hungary to 

be the worst hit country in the region 

by the effects of the crisis, with a 

7% economic contraction and a 7% 

unemployment rate.

The government’s actions to 

ward off those effects are “far from 

satisfactory”, Jávor said.

PM’S OFFICE: GOVT 
SUBMITS BILL ON ‘SPECIAL 
ECONOMIC ZONES’

The government has submitted a bill on 

“special economic zones” to boost the 

rapid and effective implementation of 

major investment projects and regional 

infrastructure development projects, the 

Prime Minister’s Office said.

The projects in question must have 

a value of at least 5 billion forints (EUR 

14.2m) and an impact on the economy 

and employment not only on local but 

on regional level. It would therefore be 

fairer if several localities benefit from the 

related tax revenues, it said.

In addition to promoting investment, 

the bill enables a more balanced 

distribution of resources within counties, 

the office said. Certain tax revenues from 

special economic zones can be used by 

the county governments for financing 

regional development and supporting 

towns and villages. The change will 

not affect the current ratio of local 

and central taxes, and will not apply to 

investments in Budapest, districts of the 

capital and cities of county seat status, it 

said, adding that the central government 

will not draw away any resources from 

the municipalities.

SZIJJÁRTÓ: GOVT 
DOUBLES ALLOCATION 
FOR INVESTMENT 
SUPPORT SCHEME

The government will double the 

original allocation of 50 billion forints 

(EUR 142m) for an investment support 

scheme which helps Hungarian 

companies that implement job-creating 

investment projects this year, the 

minister of foreign affairs and trade said.

Péter Szijjártó said on Facebook that 

the 407 companies which had applied 

so far would invest a total 198 billion 

forints into projects that preserve 

73,000 jobs.

UNWTO HEAD 
CONGRATULATES ORBÁN

The head of the World Tourism 

Organization (UNWTO), the UN’s 

tourism agency, has sent a letter 

to the Hungarian prime minister, 

congratulating Viktor Orbán on his 

managing of the tourism sector’s 

crisis caused by the novel coronavirus 

pandemic, Orbán’s press chief said.

Secretary-General Zurab Pololikashvili 

said they had been closely monitoring 

“the incredible work of the Hungarian 

government during this unprecedented 

crisis”, Bertalan Havasi said.

TOURISM AGENCY: 
BOOKINGS SLOWLY 
RESTARTING

Bookings from domestic and foreign 

travellers are slowly restarting at 

Hungarian tourist destinations in the 

wake of the easing of coronavirus-

related restrictions, the head of the 

Hungarian Tourism Agency said.

Some domestic tourists have 

visited Lake Balaton over the past 

weekend, but a full-fledged restart 

of the industry will only be possible 

when accommodations are allowed 

to reopen, Zoltán Guller said.

Guller said the government had 

quickly reacted to the coronavirus 

epidemic, and had thrown a lifeline 

to the tourism sector by cutting 

and altogether scrapping taxes and 

introducing discount loans.

HUNGARY INDUSTRIAL 
OUTPUT DOWN 5.6% IN 
MARCH

Output of Hungary’s industrial sector 

declined by an annual 5.6% in March, 

the Central Statistical Office (KSH) said.

Working day-adjusted data showed a 

10.0% annual drop for the same month.

The output of the automotive 

sector, normally an engine of industrial 

growth, dropped by 19.8% year-on-

year as factories shut down to contain 

the spread of the novel coronavirus. 

Vehicle manufacturing fell by 19.8%, 

while food, beverages, and tobacco 

production was up by 12.7%.


